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Abstract

Prompt-based fine-tuning for pre-trained mod-001
els has proven resultful in general domains for002
few-shot learning in downstream tasks. As to003
the biomedical domain, rare biomedical en-004
tities, which are quite ubiquitous in health-005
care contexts, can affect the performance of006
pre-trained models, especially in low-resource007
scenarios. We propose a simple yet effective008
approach to helping models understand rare009
biomedical words during tuning with prompt.010
Experiments demonstrate that our method can011
achieve up to 5% improvement in biomedical012
tasks without any additional parameters or train-013
ing steps in few-shot vanilla prompt settings.014

1 Introduction015

Pre-trained models (PTMs) have achieved a great016

success in natural language processing (NLP) and017

become a new paradigm for various tasks (Peters018

et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Qiu019

et al., 2020). Many studies also have paid attention020

to PTMs in biomedical NLP tasks (Lee et al., 2020;021

Lewis et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021). However, it022

is clear that PTMs cannot do very well in biomedi-023

cal NLP tasks due to its internal characteristics of024

biomedical texts.025

In general, there are two challenges for applying026

PTMs to biomedical NLP tasks, i.e., 1) limited027

data and 2) rare biomedical words. Firstly, it028

is common that the amount of biomedical labeled029

data is limited due to data sensitivity (Šuster et al.,030

2017), high cost and professional requirement for031

data annotation. PTMs perform poorly with few032

samples since abundant training samples are essen-033

tial to optimize task-related parameters. Secondly,034

biomedical terms are usually low-frequency words035

and are critical to understanding biomedical texts.036

As an example of natural language inference (NLI)037

task in Figure 2 in Appendix A, the model goes038

wrong when faced with a rare words “afebrile1” in039

1There are around 4 billion words in pre-training texts of

the premise ,whose meaning is “having no fever”. 040

It’s hard for PTMs to predict the label right without 041

knowing “afebrile”. Thus, PTMs cannot capture 042

the precise semantics of biomedical texts without 043

sufficient information of biomedical rare terms. 044

With very few annotated samples for a new task, 045

it is hard to fine-tune the PTMs and the new task- 046

specific parameters effectively. Prompt technique 047

has been introduced to smooth the fine-tuning pro- 048

cess in few-shot setting by closing the gap between 049

pre-training stage and the downstream task in gen- 050

eral domains (Liu et al., 2021), as demonstrated 051

in Figure 1. Similarly, the few-shot setting is also 052

a pervasive challenge in biomedical domain men- 053

tioned above. Therefore, it is reasonable to adapt 054

“pre-training, prompt and predicting" framework to 055

biomedical NLP tasks. 056

Furthermore, the challenge of rare words, which 057

is a critical problem for biomedical PTMs, has not 058

been widely explored. Only a handful of works 059

have studied this issue and they focus on enrich- 060

ing the representation of rare words through pre- 061

training stage (Schick and Schütze, 2020; Yu et al., 062

2021; Wu et al., 2020). Thus, it’s necessary for 063

them to involve a second-round pre-training to 064

enrich specific rare words upon PTMs, which is 065

highly time-consuming and low-efficiency. Alter- 066

natively, we emphasize on tuning stage instead 067

of pre-training, leading to an efficient approach. 068

Specifically, we propose to explain biomedical con- 069

cepts on the basis of “pre-training, prompt and pre- 070

dicting” framework. The new approach could man- 071

age to enhance tuning capability in the aspect of un- 072

derstanding biomedical concepts. Besides, our ap- 073

proach is a plug-in module for specific datasets and 074

model-agnostic, which can be easily transferred to 075

other domains and models2. 076

the BC-RoBERTa-Large and “afebrile” appears only about
100,000 times. For comparison, the frequency of “fever” is 5
times that of “afebrile”.

2We plan to release our code at http://XXX
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[CLS] It’s rainy outside. We’d better stay . [SEP]

……
[MASK]: inside

……

[MASK]

Pre-trained Model MLM

(a) Pre-training Task: Masked Language Model

He took some oxycodone without relief. [SEP] He had pain. [SEP][CLS]

Class: Entailment √
Class: Contradiction
Class: Neutral

Pre-trained Model Fine-tuning

(b) Fine-tuning: Natural Language Inference

(c) Prompt-based Fine-tuning: Natural Language Inference

…….

……..

Pre-trained Model MLM

[CLS] He took some oxycodone without relief. He had pain. [SEP][MASK]It’s

Prompt Template

Verbalizer mapping

because → Entailment
otherwise → Contradiction
possibly → Neutral[MASK]: because √

[MASK]: otherwise
[MASK]: possibly

Prompt Verbalizer

(d) Paraphrase-enhanced Prompt-based Fine-tuning: Natural Language Inference

…….

……..

Pre-trained Model MLM

[CLS] He took some without relief. He had pain. [SEP][MASK]It’s(used for acute or chronic pain)oxycodone

Rare Word Paraphrase
[MASK]: because √
[MASK]: otherwise
[MASK]: possibly

Figure 1: Examples for paradigms of (a) MLM (Masked Language Model) Pre-training. (b) Task-specific fine-
tuning. (c) Prompt-based fine-tuning, with same task as pre-training process. (d) Paraphrase-enhanced prompt-based
fine-tuning. Best viewed in color.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:077

• We investigate a valuable problem of adapt-078

ing PTMs in scenarios of biomedical text un-079

derstanding of few samples and rare words,080

which likely has great impacts on biomedical081

text mining.082

• We propose a novel approach to combine083

prompt technique and paraphrases of rare084

words in the PTMs tuning stage to solve the085

above two challenges.086

• We evaluate over two biomedical natural lan-087

guage understanding datasets and our ap-088

proach can improve the performance by up089

to 5% in the few-shot setting and 0.6% with090

a full-size training dataset. Moreover, we dis-091

cuss how the paraphrases help with the PTMs092

and provide a perspective about task-related093

rare words.094

2 Related Work095

Word frequencies in PTMs Words in the vocab-096

ulary list follow a Zipf distribution (Zipf, 2016)097

by and large. Several previous works have dis-098

cussed that the word representation space of PTMs099

is anisotropic and high-frequency words dominates100

the representation of a sentence inducing a seman- 101

tic bias (Gao et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Yan et al., 102

2021). Meanwhile, it has been also proven that 103

rare words hamper the PTMs to perform well in 104

which the uncommon words play a decisive role in 105

the sentence understanding (Schick and Schütze, 106

2020; Wu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021). Schick and 107

Schütze (2020) introduces one-token approxima- 108

tion to infer the embedding of arbitrary rare word 109

by a single token. Wu et al. (2020) proposes taking 110

notes on the fly to maintain a note dictionary for 111

rare words to save the contextual information which 112

helps enhance the representation of pre-training. 113

Biomedical PTMs With the booming trend of 114

PTMs in NLP tasks (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin 115

et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019), various trials have 116

been made in biomedical domain (Peng et al., 2019; 117

Lee et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2019) by pre-training 118

on biomedical texts. And then, Lewis et al. (2020) 119

and Gu et al. (2021) further get the domain-specific 120

vocabulary list to amend representation of biomed- 121

ical words. Recently, biomedical PTMs are guided 122

with domain knowledge. Zhang et al. (2021) am- 123

plifies the biomedical entities with type semantic 124

information of neighbor entities. Michalopoulos 125

et al. (2021) learns clinical term embedding with 126

relevant meaning and semantic type. 127
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PTMs tuning with prompt Many works are ded-128

icated to applying prompt in fine-tuning by adapt-129

ing the downstream tasks to the paradigm of pre-130

training tasks. Prompts that have been employed131

by now fall into two groups: discrete prompt, de-132

scribed by natural language (Schick and Schütze,133

2021; Gao et al., 2021); and continuous prompt,134

based on trainable vectors (Li and Liang, 2021;135

Shin et al., 2020b).136

3 Rare Biomedical Words and137

Paraphrases138

In this section, we introduce how we find the rare139

biomedical words and the method we adopt to140

supplement paraphrases to those words with the141

prompt-based tuning of PTM.142

3.1 Selection of Rare Biomedical Words143

“Rare” is a relative concept, which is context-144

relevant in most cases. We use the RoBERTa-Large145

model proposed by Lewis et al. (2020) that has146

been pre-trained adequately on biomedical corpora147

(details in Appendix B). We download the entire148

corpora above and loop them through to obtain the149

frequency of each word in the pre-training phase.150

In place of involving all rare words, we opt for rare151

words in biomedical domain for two reasons:152

1) Word distribution in general domains differs153

from that in biomedical domain (Lee et al., 2020).154

2) Biomedical rare words can be worth more than155

general rare words to biomedical tasks. To ob-156

tain rare words, we set a threshold on the word157

frequency in the pre-training corpora empirically158

as a hyper-parameter similar to Yu et al. (2021).159

Afterwards, with the help of an online dictionary160

- Wiktionary3, we can retrieve the paraphrases of161

rare words along with the category labels. Only162

rare words with health-related labels are reserved as163

rare biomedical words. Full list of selected labels164

is available in Appendix C.165

3.2 Selection of Paraphrases166

To avoid introducing noise information from para-167

phrases, rare biomedical words with more than one168

paraphrase are eliminated. Also, there should be no169

additional rare words in the paraphrases. Therefore,170

we filter out the paraphrases in which frequency171

of any word is lower than the same threshold men-172

tioned before.173

3https://en.wiktionary.org/

3.3 Prompt-based Fine-Tuning with 174

Paraphrases 175

When we read and come across new words, we 176

will consult a proper dictionary for their definitions. 177

Analogously, when the biomedical PTM deal with 178

downstream tasks, we provide the model with para- 179

phrases of biomedical rare words surrounded by 180

brackets attached to the rare words, as Figure 1(d). 181

In this case, given a PTM, paraphrases of biomed- 182

ical rare words can be considered as a portable 183

plug-in module and generated for any datasets in- 184

stantly before prompt-based fine-tuning. 185

4 Experiments 186

4.1 Setup 187

Model We use a Biomedical-Clinical-RoBERTa- 188

Large model mentioned in Section 3.1 as a strong 189

baseline to verify our approach. 190

Datasets Note that rare words hinder the PTMs 191

more in natural language understanding (NLU) 192

(Schick and Schütze, 2020) than in other NLP tasks. 193

However, most biomedical and clinical NLP tasks 194

fall in the category of information extraction (Shin 195

et al., 2020a; Gu et al., 2021). Thus, we evalu- 196

ate our method over two NLU-relevant biomedi- 197

cal tasks - MedNLI (Romanov and Shivade, 2018) 198

and MedSTS4 (Wang et al., 2020). Respectively, 199

MedNLI is an NLI dataset in which premises are 200

made up with clinical notes in MIMIC-III and Med- 201

STS is a semantic textual similarity dataset gath- 202

ered from a clinical corpus at Mayo Clinic. Seman- 203

tic Textual Similarity is a regression task and we 204

adapt the task following Gao et al. (2021). Statis- 205

tics of datasets can be found in Appendix D. We 206

sample from 16 up to 256 samples from the origi- 207

nal training sets as training and development sets 208

with 10 different random seeds and use full-size 209

testing sets. 210

Prompt settings We combine the prompt set- 211

tings from Schick and Schütze (2021) and Gao 212

et al. (2021) for the NLI and STS tasks without 213

further adaption (details in Appendix E) to explore 214

the effectiveness of paraphrases of biomedical rare 215

words rather than the prompt paradigm. 216

4.2 Main Results and Analysis 217

We report average accuracy for MedNLI and pear- 218

son correlation coefficient for MedSTS along with 219

4We use ClinicalSTS-2018 and 2019 which are sub-
datasets of MedSTS provided by the maintainers of MedSTS
project.
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MedNLI

Model
#Samples

16 32 64 128 256

BC-RoBERTa-Large 51.3 (5.9) 60.6 (6.7) 71.0 (3.7) 80.6 (1.3) 83.1 (1.3)
+ paraphrase 56.6 (5.0) 62.3 (6.0) 74.5 (3.0) 81.1 (1.5) 83.6 (1.0)

MedSTS: Clinical-2019

Model
#Samples

16 32 64 128 256

BC-RoBERTa-Large 41.1 (11.8) 53.9 (6.7) 67.9 (7.4) 73.1 (5.0) 80.4 (3.1)
+ paraphrase 45.2 (9.3) 57.3 (6.8) 67.2 (7.5) 74.5 (3.7) 79.6 (2.6)

MedSTS: Clinical-2018

Model
#Samples

16 32 64 128 256

BC-RoBERTa-Large 54.2 (8.1) 63.9 (9.2) 73.3 (3.8) 77.4 (2.7) 81.5 (1.5)
+ paraphrase 53.0 (7.4) 67.2 (6.6) 74.5 (2.7) 79.1 (1.6) 81.8 (1.2)

Table 1: Our main results on three dataset: MedNLI, MedSTS: Clinical-2018 and Clinical-2019, using BC-
RoBERTa-Large (Biomedical and Clinical RoBERTa-Large) (Lewis et al., 2020) with different size of training sets.
We report average (and standard deviation) performance (accuracy for MedNLI and pearson correlation coefficient
for MedSTS) over 10 different random seeds. + paraphrase: with paraphrases of rare biomedical words.

standard deviation. Table 1 shows results for220

biomedical natural language inference and seman-221

tic textual similarity tasks. Model with paraphrases222

for rare biomedical words can outperform the base-223

line in most cases. Paraphrases bring about up to224

5% improvement on average for few-shot learning225

with 16 training samples as to MedNLI task and226

0.5% increment with 256 training samples. We can227

see that PTMs tend to learn more about rare words228

with more training samples but paraphrases still act229

well. As to MedSTS, appended paraphrases are230

also shown as an effective strategy for most cases.231

In addition, tuning with paraphrases also generally232

improves model stability and reduces the variance233

of model prediction in few-shot scenarios.234

5 Discussion235

Train with more samples Apart from infusing236

dictionary paraphrases in few-shot scenarios, we237

also attempt with more training samples, even with238

full-size training dataset. Table 4 in Appendix F239

demonstrates that with larger amount of training240

samples, our method still advances the PTMs for241

majority cases, implying that paraphrases of rare242

biomedical words are not only impactful in few-243

sample situations.244

Which to look up? By far, experiment results245

have attested that paraphrases of rare biomedical246

words help with PTMs in training with few or more247

samples. Nevertheless, it may not always work248

well. We scrutinize the cases that model predicts 249

differently after paraphrases being appended and 250

display several cases in Table 5 in Appendix G. Ta- 251

ble 5 shows that paraphrases of rare words which 252

are task-related and decisive in understanding the 253

whole sentence can be beneficial to PTMs. Oth- 254

erwise, paraphrases can involve more confusion 255

than certainty. When human reads, we probably 256

won’t look up a new word until it blocks our under- 257

standing. Similarly, it is worthwhile to explore how 258

to attach helpful paraphrases or utilize knowledge 259

selectively in future research. 260

6 Conclusion 261

Biomedical terms, which are pervasive in biomedi- 262

cal texts, are sometimes rare in the whole corpora 263

and domain-specific rare words understanding re- 264

mains as a tough challenge for pre-trained mod- 265

els. In this paper, we present a simple yet effec- 266

tive method to help biomedical pre-trained models 267

grasp the semantics of rare biomedical words, that 268

is attaching paraphrases to rare biomedical words 269

as a plug-in approach in the prompt-tuning datasets 270

without additional parameters to train during pre- 271

training and downstream task-related tuning. Ex- 272

periments show that our method can substantially 273

boost the performance of biomedical pre-trained 274

model in few-shot setting and bring about plau- 275

sible enhancement with more training data, even 276

full-size of training set. 277
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Ethical Considerations278

In this work, we propose an approach to explaining279

rare biomedical words for biomedical PTMs to280

help understand sentences with rare biomedical281

words. We conduct our experiments on the public282

biomedical datasets MedNLI and MedSTS with283

the authorization from the respective maintainers284

of the datasets. All biomedical data involved have285

been de-identified by dataset providers and only286

used for research.287
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Appendix444

A Wrong Case of Biomedical PTM445

Task: Medical Natural Language Inference

Premise: Lactate only 1.3 and pt . 

Hypothesis: Temperature was within normal range. 

Gold label: Entailment

Model Prediction: Neutral

Paraphrase:

afebrile

afebrile - having no fever

Figure 2: Wrong case of BC-RoBERTa-Large model
fully pre-trained on Biomedical and Clinical texts
(Lewis et al., 2020) and fine-tuned on MedNLI tasks
caused by not understanding biomedical rare word -
“afebrile”.

B Pre-trained Corpora of the Model446

We use a biomedical and clinical RoBERTa-Large447

(Lewis et al., 2020) trained on biomedical cor-448

pora, including PubMed abstract5, PubMed Cen-449

tral6 (PMC) full-text and MIMIC-III dataset7.450

C Word Labels for Rare Biomedical451

Words452

We focus on the rare words which have been tagged453

with labels that contain any of following medicine-454

related strings:455

[’medical’, ’medicine’, ’disease’, ’symptom’,456

’pharma’]457

D Dataset458

We conduct our experiments on MedNLI and Med-459

STS datasets. Specifically, we use the available460

sub-datasets ClinicalSTS-2018 and ClinicalSTS-461

2019 for MedSTS provided by the maintainer of462

MedSTS project. The statistics of involved datasets463

can be found in Table 2. Note that there is no devel-464

opment set split in MedSTS. Therefore, we sample465

the development set for MedSTS from its training466

set with the same quantity as sampled few-shot467

training set and make sure there is no overlap be-468

tween training and development set.469

5https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
6https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc
7https://physionet.org/content/mimiciii/1.4/

Dataset Train Dev Test
MedNLI 11232 1395 1422
MedSTS: ClinicalSTS-2019 1642 / 412
MedSTS: ClinicalSTS-2018 750 / 318

Table 2: Statistics of datasets MedNLI and MedSTS

E Prompt Settings 470

We adopt the prompt settings empirically from 471

Schick and Schütze (2021) and Gao et al. (2021) 472

for the natural language inference and semantic 473

textual similarity tasks shown in Table 3 since the 474

prompt paradigm is not the core of this work and 475

our method is prompt-agnostic. 476

Task Prompt Template Prompt Verbalizers
MedNLI <Sent1>. [MASK]. <Sent2> Yes/No/maybe
MedSTS <Sent1>. [MASK]. <Sent2> Yes/No

Table 3: Prompt settings for MedNLI and MedSTS

F Train with More Samples 477

Besides few-shot scenarios, we also train with more 478

samples for MedNLI since it has 11,232 training 479

samples. Experiment results are shown in Table 4. 480

G Case Analysis 481

We display several cases in which model predicts 482

differently with or without paraphrases of rare 483

biomedical words from MedNLI in Table 5. From 484

the cases, we can see that paraphrases of rare 485

biomedical words that are determinant in sentence 486

understanding can be helpful to pre-trained model 487

while paraphrases of those irrelevant rare biomedi- 488

cal words may confuse the model. 489
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MedNLI

Model
#Samples

512 1024 2048 4096 8192 full-size

BC-RoBERTa-Large 85.0(0.8) 85.6(0.8) 86.6(0.6) 86.7(0.7) 86.2(0.6) 86.1(0.6)
+ paraphrases 85.2(0.7) 86.3(0.9) 86.4(0.7) 86.4(0.5) 86.7(0.6) 86.7(0.7)

Table 4: Test results on MedNLI dataset with larger size of training sets. We report average (and standard deviation)
accuracy over 10 different random seeds. BC-RoBERTa-Large: Biomedical and Clinical RoBERTa-Large (Lewis
et al., 2020). + paraphrase: with paraphrases of rare biomedical words.

Sentence Pairs w/o paraphrases w/ paraphrases

P: She was found to have BRBPR (bright red blood per rectum) on rectal exam.
H: the patient had bright read blood per rectum

Neutral
Entailment

(right answer)
P: Antenatal history - pregnancy complicated by chronic hypertension with increased
gestational hypertension leading to admission 3 days prior to delivery followed by cesarean
section.
H: The patient had proteinuria (The presence of protein in the urine) during pregnancy

Entailment
Neutral

(right answer)

P: Following this rehab admission she was sent to a different OSH on [**2725-10-26**],
for acute CHF (congestive heart failure) and at least one PEA arrest.
H: The patient has a poorly functioning heart.

Contradiction
Entailment

(right answer)

P: The patient was sent to the HD unit prior to coming to the floor for workup (A general
medical examination to assess a persons health and fitness) of fever.
H: The patient has an infection

Neutral
(right answer)

Contradiction

P: - COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) - obesity - unspecified hypoxemia -
CNS lymphoma c/b CVAs x3 (posterior circulation) and seizure d/o - history of SAH
while on coumadin - diastolic heart failure - coronary artery disease - atrial fibrillation -
hypertension - hyperlipidemia - severe OSA (did not tolerate CPAP in the past) - primary
hyperparathyroidism/25-vit D deficiency c/b nephrolithiasis - toxic multinodular
goiter with subclinical (Less than is needed for clinical reasons) hyperthyroidism -
neovascular glaucoma c/b right eye blindness
H: Patient has a history of malignancy

Neutral
(right answer)

Entailment

Table 5: Cases that BC-RoBERTa-Large predicts differently after the supplement of paraphrases for rare biomedical
words in MedNLI. “P" for Premise and “H" for Hypothesis. Words in bold are rare biomedical words and expressions
in italic inside the brackets are the paraphrases of rare words.
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